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Responsibility to Protect. New doctrine in preventing 

mass atrocity crimes

! e second half of twentieth century was a witness of negotation and adoption 

of totally new norms of human rights as well as humanitarian law that revolutionised 

conceptions of the state and its responsibility to its people/citizens. Mostly the 

responsibilities of the international community to soverign peoples and soverign states.

! is new type of soverignty was adpoted in practice by achiving modi" cation in their 

responsibilities to their peoples and the international community in recognizing rights 

of the civil society. It was kind of a parodox that those initiatives were undertaken 

during the Cold War, when in fact Soviet Union and US never faced each other in the 

battle, “but fought multiple proxy wars from Korea to Grenada, and pursued regime 

change in the “developing” world through unilateralism, from Congo to Afghanistan”1. 

In many countries were there was permanently abuse of peoples by regimes which 

protected minority interest we could notice that superpowers lined up on their 

ideological foundations. Particullary we could see that for instance Apartheid in 

South Africa was supported by US and European allies on the other side Soviet Union 

which supported for example regime in Ethiopia. All that changed when world had to 

faced civil wars, genocide and other crimes against humanity. Eventually, it was a time 

when  international community including superpowers began a long process that 

involved transforming the whole concept of sovereignty from the unchallenged and 

unquestionable authority and power of the state to the responsibility of each state to 

it`s own citizens. ! at`s why it is not very suprisingly that in the end of Cold War when 

most superpoerws governements were dominated by liberal democratic wings there 

was good time for changes. ! e notion of international community repsonisbility as 

well as state responsibility has become wiedely seen on the global forum of the UN. ! e 

view on humanitarian intervention have been transformed, but seemingly in contrast 

1 D. Beniamin, Changing the Norms In International Humanitarian Law: from non intervention to R2P, p. 2.
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to that of sovereignty. “Whereas during the Cold War there was an apparent penchant 

for the use of force under the guise of humanitarian intervention as seen in Korea in 

1950 and Congo in 1960, the end of the cold war saw “retreatism” shrouded in the 

language of state sovereignty”2. 

! e Security Council paralised by the veto, has never been quite able to took 

 important resolutions where threats to security and international peace have been pro-

duct of internal con$ icts. Unfortuantaly has not been good and e% ective leader of the 

international community in protecting the basic rights and liberites of civilians, espe-

cially those being violated by their own governements.! e Security Council prefered 

and appeared as a defender of the status quo invoking article 2(4) of the Charter of the 

UN in defending state sovereignty. Protecting the lives of innocent in those time was 

pushed on the less importan issue, everything was linked with ideological inclinations 

and geopolitical alliances of the central authority in the state. “Autocratic regimes to the 

right have been supported and protected by the US and its Western European allies, 

while totalitarian regimes to the le&  were protected by the Soviet Union and its East 

bloc allies”3. People or group of people which su% ered because of some atrocity crimes 

in cold war time was totally depend not on worl international community because those 

kind of community in this time did not exist but on theirs “allies, or goverenments ‘al-

lies”. ! ats why so o& en world even did not know that something was happend in some 

far away country, in most cases it was very well hidden by the goverments apparartus.

Since the end of the Second World War numerous conventions have been rati" ed 

constantly repeated the rights of people to freedom from fear of their governments. 

Some of them sets some new standards and norms in international law, with judical 

and prosecutorial provisions. Rights have been classi" ed as political, economic and 

cultural. “Standards have been narrowed down to de" nitions of precise acts that 

connstitute violations of human rights. In other cases, conventions have been broad 

and declaratory, however there lies a watershed that is of greatest signi" cance”4. ! ose 

focal points we can notice in the Rome Statute which represents radical view in its 

assertation that public o'  ce cannot be use as a defense against charges of crimes against 

humanity including war crimes and genocide! Another forcible argument we can notice 

in Genocide Convention of 1948 for example: “asserted that genocide, crimes against 

humanity, and war crimes were indeed the ultimate crimes and prescribed punishment 

for them, but fell well short of classifying those who could be held culpable or who 

could claim exemption from such charges”5. 

In 2001 the International Commission on Intervention and Sovereignty (ICISS) 

published the report of its " ndings, hearings and recommendations - creating new idea/ 

norm ! e Responsibility to Protect which reconceptualized humanitarian intervention 

2 Ibidem.

3 Ibidem.

4 Ibidem, p. 3.

5 Ibidem.
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on its basics. “According to the ICISS, the international did not have merely a right 

of humanitarian intervention in intra-state con$ ict, it had a “right of humanitarian 

intervention intended not to challange state sovereignty, but on reassert sovereignty 

of the individual, community, and People”6. In accord with ICISS, state sovereignty 

means a responsibility on the part of the state as individuals who control the apparatus 

or institutions of the central authority to protect the People of the state. Furthermore 

when there is a failure of leaders or part of state to protect soverign people, through 

ethnic con$ ict, civil wars, genocide or war crimes. ! an there is a fundamental 

failure of the state to assert internal sovereignty. In those situations, the international 

community is obliged to intervene but of course not to protect the apparatus of state 

and the individuals who hold or seek political power but those who are the body of the 

state- innocent mass people. “! us, the ICISS identi" ed as the foundations of the R2P: 

a) obligations inherent in state sovereignty; b) a responsibility on the part of the UN 

Security Council, under article 24 of the Charter, to maintain the international peace 

and security; c) legal obligations under the myriad international treaties, covenants, 

and resolutions; and d) practice of international organizations including the UN”7. 

! e ICISS is operating on very dangerous territory. ! e humaniatrian intervention 

history during the UN working has been long controversial for a number of reasons, 

mainly because of the motives of superpowers propoisng intervention, the political 

objectives of intervention and the place of humanitarian intervention in the Cold 

War. Another problem of legacy of the United Nations “ begged a question about the 

seemingly strict adherence to the Westphalian concept of the state and articel 2(4) of 

the Charter which protects the state intervention by any other state or organization 

including the UN”8. Much changes came with the revival of the doctrine of humanitarian 

intervention from the failure of the UN, mainy the permanent members to authorize 

action to stop or prevent genocide in Rwanda in 1994. In moral ascpects, the ICISS 

shi& ed the onus from a right to intervene that “the UN had according “Uniting for 

Peace” and the philosophical construct of the mandate of the Security Council to a 

repsonsibility to protect individuals and communities. ! is was a crucial development 

that emanated from transformative reinterpretations of sovereignty”9. Gareth Evans one 

of the foundator of ICISS identives " ve main doctrines which led to R2P, they are fully 

described in the paper. ! e R2P puts responsibility to the UN as a last resort protector 

to the vulnerable who are, by accident or design are the victims of wars of territorial 

control, political power and wealth accumulation.” ! e R2P shi& s the focus of the UN 

from states to people – a reversion to the mantra that appeared a& er the Holocaust- 

Never Again- which, arguably was one of the reasons of foundating the UN”10.

6 Op. cit., ICISS 2001, VII.

7 ICISS 2001: XI.

8 Op. cit., D. Beniamin, p. 9.

9 Ibidem.

10 Ibidem.
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! e doctrine of R2P has only a decade and was inspired by Ko"  Annan during 

his second cadency as a Secretary-General. ! e debate about the responsibility to 

protect with recognition of the report of the ICISS, and Annan`s rede" ning of state 

soverignty in the Economist in 1999. Another step of it, was recognized R2P by the 

General Assembly in the World Summit Outocme in 2005 and the Security Council 

in 2006 likewise. “! e ICISS proposed the R2P in a broader context of con$ ict 

prevention and peacebuilding, with the principal burden of action on the part of the 

state whose people are direclty a% ected, but with a residual responsibility (among) the 

broader community of states”11.

But in the " nal analysis, the R2P proposed as a last resort – when all otehr means 

of con$ ict prevention, negotiation, mediation and all other means of preventing mass 

deaths and injury to the civilian population of state failed.” ! e ICISS noted that, the 

substance of the R2P is the provision of life-supporting protection and assistance to 

populations at risk, with three essential components, the repsonsibility to react to 

human catastrophe, the responsibility to prevent it, and the responsibility to rebuild 

a& er the event”12. 

! e R2P as a new doctrine in international law changed a lot in legal and moral 

thinking, it did exactly what was on the mount of many politicians since the end of the 

Second World War. But beacause of the known reasons could not be done then. ! is 

doctrine or norm, as some started to call it is still evoluationg and still changing in 

substance, but the main core of it- is unchangable. I mean here the protection of people 

as a weaker subject in the world chain. Does it work and wheather will be working, for 

this question in my opinion we must wait a few years or maybe decade, ideologist can 

write everything on the paper but the question is if politicans and state will prove it 

and progress it? For checking that we need not a proclamation or conferences, we need 

action of state and politicians.

! e whole conception of R2P is extraordinarly intresting because is facing and 

changing the basic rules of international law since few hundreds years. It`s starting to 

change our thinking of intervention and sovereingty. ! is conception changes the basic 

of all the most imoprtant norms in the last century. So in my opinio if the world is ready 

for it it will revolutionized our world if not all conception will fail. ! ere is nothing 

between those two paradygmats...

Humanitarian Intervention and the rule of non intervention in the internal a% airs 

of each state.

! e norm of non intervention is one of the basic principles which create the 

international situation of every state in international community matters. ! is norm 

rest on other rule of sovereignty, independency and the rule of self determination of 

every state. Every state has a right to choose freely its internal and external relations 

without any interference. ! e norm of non intervention was founded in the XIX and 

11 Op.cit. ! akur, p. 257.

12 Op. cit., ICISS, p. 17.
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XX century, but this rule was known much earlier thanks to Hugo Grotius. He claims 

that the highest attribution has a power to create the form of governance, types of 

legislature an executive. In his thinking the holder of this highest power should be a 

nation, whole state in its substance. ! e most important feature of the highest power 

in every sate is its independency and self determination of any external subject or law. 

He claims as well that all acts of one state can be creating only by the highest power and 

nothing else. He recon that a nation is coatis perfectos which means a perfect closed 

society and no one and nothing from outside has a right to determinate it. Another 

scholar from those times Emer de Vattel claims: None of foreign states has a right to 

intervene in the internal a% airs of one state unless it gives good services or was asking 

to help or intervene. In other case these states commit lawlessness.

! e non intervention rule was set in the Charter of the UN. In the article 2.1 we can 

read that Organization rest on the sovereignty of all members and this is a consequence 

of non intervention in the internal a% airs of any other member of the UN. Furthermore 

there is another article 2.4 which claims the every state should contain in threats or 

use force against other member, this rule includes also the forbidding of military 

intervention.

But here we should put a question on which I will try to answer in this whole paper 

work systematically. Does human rights violations are internal a% airs of every state and 

if not do we have a right to intervene in internal a% airs of sovereignty and independent 

country?

Human rights are supranational matter of the state and every human being. ! at 

is why compelling what I wrote before those rights are not an internal matter of states, 

those are matters of our whole, one nation as a one world. According to that no one 

has a right to revoke on the right of non intervention when human rights are violated. 

I recon that humanitarian intervention is not against international law, because those 

interventions protect human beings when they rights are violated, and those rights are 

not belong to any state they belong to whole nation as a one. ! is deduction it’s of course 

not mine it was evolving since the 1945 and it still evolves. What’s important to write here 

this process took a long time to reach its position in the world. From the UN Charter we 

had many Conventions and Declarations like: Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

in 1948, the international Covenant on Human Rights in 1966 and other which changes 

our thinking about human rights in the second half of the twentieth century. What’s 

interesting in 1945 in San Francisco according to the article 2.7 human rights was 

interpreted as an internal a% air of every state and their competency. ! is change a few 

years later when those matters started to be discussing on the global forum, and human 

rights have been started to be treated as global a% air not internal. ! at’s why nowadays 

nobody is surprised if we are a witness of humanitarian intervention authorized by the 

UN or Security Council. But still there is a problem if we can intervene without this 

authorization in some very speci" c and extreme cases? All international community 

discusses this problem very narrowly with global importance on it. ! is is the question 

which R2P tries to face.
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Understanding Responsibility to Protect

It has taken an extremely long time for the idea to take hold that mass atrocities 

are the world’s interest: that they cannot be universally avoid and that sovereignty is 

not a license to kill. Massacres of the innocent human beings, forced displacement of 

populations, huge- scale sexual abuse and humiliation have been going since the dawn 

of our civilization. E% orts gradually evolved over the centuries, and then rapidly moved 

much faster a& er the Second World War, to more e% ectively protect people against 

those atrocities, both in war and peace. “But unfortunately, for the most part, those 

nightmares were met with indi% erence, cynicism and deep disagreement about how 

to respond to them. As the twenty- " rst century began, there was still no universally 

accepted and e% ective response mechanism in place”13.

! rough this paper work, the expressions “mass atrocities” are used more or less 

interchangeably to refer to what is now known by the description of: genocide, war 

crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity” which de" nes the scope of : 

responsibility to protect”, as embraced by the UN General Assembly meeting as the 

head of state level during the 2005 World Summit14.

What of the four speci" c elements contained in the UN World Summit description?

“Genocide has a very precise and quite narrow legal de" nition, spelled out in the 

1948 Genocide Convention and repeated in the 1998 Rome Statute of the international 

Criminal Court”15.

Because it applies only to “ acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in 

part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

a) killing members of the group;

b) causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;

c) deliberately in$ icting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its 

physical destruction in hole or in part;

d) imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;

e) forcibly transferring children of the group to anther group16.

“War crimes” and “crimes against humanity” are now fully de" ned in the Rome 

Statute of the International Criminal court:

 For the purpose of this Statute, “crime against humanity” means any of the 

following acts when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed 

against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack:

(a) Murder;

(b) Extermination;

13 G. Evans, ! e Responsibility to Protect- Ending mass atrocity crimes Once and for all, Brookings Institute Press, 

Washington DC 2009, p. 10.

14 See: UN General Assembly, 2005 World Summit Outcome, A/RES/60/1, October 24, 2005.

15 Op. cit., G. Evans, p. 14.

16 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, December 1948, art. 2.
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(c) Enslavement;

(d) Deportation or forcible transfer of population;

(e) Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in violation of 

fundamental rules of international law;

(f) Torture;

(g) Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterili-

zation, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity;

(h) Persecution against any identi" able group or collectivity on political, racial, 

national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as de" ned in paragraph 3, or other 

grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible under international 

law, in connection with any act referred to in this paragraph or any crime 

within the jurisdiction of the Court;

(i) Enforced disappearance of persons;

(j) ! e crime of apartheid;

(k) Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great su% ering, 

or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health17.

For the purpose of this Statute, “war crimes” means18.

(a) Grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, namely, any of 

the following acts against persons or property protected under the provisions 

of the relevant Geneva Convention:

(I) Wilful killing;

(II) Torture or inhuman treatment, including biological experiments;

(III) Wilfully causing great su% ering, or serious injury to body or health;

(IV) Extensive destruction and appropriation of property, not justi" ed by 

military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly;

(V) Compelling a prisoner of war or other protected person to serve in the 

forces of a hostile Power;

(VI) and regular trial;

(VII) Unlawful deportation or transfer or unlawful con" nement;

(VIII) Taking of hostages19.

! e range of conduct potentially covered by both war crimes and crimes against 

humanity is extremely wide, and in the case of war crimes, the responsibility to protect 

is primarily focused not on traditional cross- border con$ icts but rather civil wars, that 

are occurring within the borders of sovereign state.

“In contrast with the other elements, “ethnic cleansing” has no formal legal 

de" nition but can be regarded, like genocide, as subsumed within the scope of both 

17 Rome Statute, July 1998, entered into force July 1, 2002. Article 7.

18 ! e key criteria for recognition as a sovereign state- a permanent population, de" ned territory, and functio-

ning government - were codi" ed in the 1933 Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties or States.

19 Ibidem. Article 8.
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war crimes and crimes against humanity. It can be ful" ll in many di% erent ways which 

include outright killing, acts of terror, rape, expulsion or other “weapon” which is aimed 

to change the ethnic composition of the whole group.

Sovereignty- traditional versus modern meaning

Traditional sovereignty contents its moral force from the argument that nations 

enjoy a fundamental right to self-determination.

Proponents of this view argue that nations enjoy a common life and should be free 

to determine their own form of culture and system governance20. ! is right is based in 

each individuals basic human rights and the non-intervention norm and is an essential 

prerequisite for the realization of these rights.

From this perspective there is a “" t” between nation and state, and it should be 

understand that state enable nations to develop and protect their own cultures and 

forms of governance.

! e arguments that nations have a right to self-determination that can only be 

protected of sovereigns are granted a robust right of non-intervention has been used to 

defend traditional sovereignty since 194521.

It was fully asserted by postcolonial leaders for whom there is a direct relationship 

between a people’s right freely to determine its political status and the non intervention 

rule. ! is situation can totally changed when some powerful states feel entitled to 

interfere in the a% airs of the weak. As such, the General Assembly’s 1970 Declaration on 

Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations stated categorically that:

“No state or group of states has the right to intervene, directly or indirectly, for 

any reason whatever, in the internal or external a% airs of any other state. Consequently, 

armed intervention and all other forms of interference or attempted threats against the 

personality of the state or against its political, economic, and cultural elements, are in 

violation of international law”22.

For this point of view (decolonization) the Assembly’s reasons for defending non –

intervention so strong are clear and no questionable. ”Non-intervention is necessary to 

protect the weak from the strong and to prevent the re-emergence of colonialism”23. On 

this account of sovereignty, there is a direct link between an individual’s human rights 

to determine his or her own way of life and form of government and the right of non-

intervention.

Sovereignty as Responsibility

! e second conception of sovereignty identi" ed by Ko"  Annan is “sovereignty as 

responsibility”. According to Annan:

20 Walter, Just and unjust wars, New York 1977, p. 57.

21 Op. cit., A. Bellamy, p. 15.

22 Ibidem, p. 16.

23 Ibidem, p. 16.
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“State sovereignty, in its most basic sense, is being rede" ned... States are now ideally 

understood to be instruments at the service of their peoples and not vice-versa. When 

we read the Charter today, we are more than ever conscious that its aim is to protect 

individual human beings, not to protect those who abuse them. In the same time it was 

rede" ned the interpretation of individual soverignty, in those words we should see the 

fundamental rights of every human being which is proven in the UN Charter and other 

treties.

In this meaning sovereignty as responsibility rests on two foundations. First, its 

rest those individuals have un$ ushable human rights that may never be canceled. ! ese 

rights are universal, not culture-speci" c. ! ey are also dominant to politics. As such, 

and individual’s basic rights are never secondary to the rights of national groups, as the 

traditional concept of sovereignty prompt.

According to Lynn Hunt, these rights have three innate qualities: “they are natural 

(inherent in human beings), equal (the same for everyone), and universal”24.

Second, each international actor is responsibility of its own citizens and their rights 

“but where the abuse those rights international society acquires rights and duties to 

take measures to protect the rights in question”25.

! is is o& en said as a new, radical conception of sovereignty. But it’s neither new, 

because it was " rst written in 1776, nor radical as well. It was " rstly written by ! omas 

Je% erson and proclaimed in America’s Declaration of Independence on 4 July 1776.

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they 

are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights that among these are life, 

liberty and happiness.

To secure these rights, Governments are instituted among men, deriving their 

just powers from the consent of the governed- that whenever any form of government 

becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or abolish it, and 

to institute new government...

When a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, 

evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, 

to thrown o%  such government and to provide new guards for their future security”26.

Basically, Je% erson wanted to say that those governments which fail to prevent 

 fundamental rights of their citizens or permanently abuse them means that this go-

vernment fail in their soverign responsibilities. ! is gives the people right as individual 

sovereigns, duty and right to overthrown the government and to replace it by those who 

will obey those rights. ! ose ideas were reapted by the French National Assembly in 

1789.

24 L. Hunt, Inventing Human Rights: A history, London, W. W. Norton and Co., p. 20.

25 T. G. Weiss and D. A. Korn, Internal Displacement: Conceptualization and its Consequences, New York, 2006, 

p. 71.

26 Op. cit., A. Bellamy, p. 20.
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From the Right to Intervene to the R2P, initial attempts to build consensus

“If humanitarian intervention is indeed an unacceptable assault on sovereignty, 

how should we respond to a Rwanda, to a Srebrenica – to gross and systematic violations 

of human rights that o% end every precept of our common humanity”?27.

! e twenty " rst century began with no answer to Ko"  Annan troubling question. A 

number of strong e% orts had been made during 1990s to set international thinking on 

a completely new path. Particularly, I mean Bernard’s Kouchners work of “the right to 

intervene” but none of them won broad support.

! e breakthrough came in 2001 when  ICISS present the concept of the responsibil-

ity to protect, “which mainly describes the obligations of states to prevent and  respond 

to these human rights catastrophes in a potentially much more acceptable way”28.

Less than four years later, “R2P” was formally and unanimously embraced by the 

UN General Assembly meeting as the head of state and government level at the 2005 

World Summit. “! is was remarkably short time – just a blink of an eye in the history of 

ideas- when measured against the decades, or sometimes centuries, it usually takes for 

new concepts to take hold to this extent”29. But euphoria cannot be so enthusiastic, any 

changes to international norm or law need dispute, need time to check if it works and if 

it good for whole world community.

! e most important ideas in the 1990s debate were those made by Bernard 

Kouchner and Tony Blair, with their new idea on humanitarian intervention: “by those 

advocating the new overarching concept of “human security”; by Francis Deng and his 

Brookings Institution colleagues with their insistence on “sovereignty as responsibility”, 

and by UN Secretary- General Ko"  Annan with his idea of “individual sovereignty” to 

be weighed against the traditional state variety”30.

But, for all this creativity and commitment involved in it and e% orts made it, none 

of them succeeded in generating any kind of broad international consensus and give 

the answer how the international community should respond to mass atrocity crimes.

Bernard Kouchner`s “Right to intervene”

! e French physician, minister and globally prominent humanitarian activist – 

did not invent the concept of, or even the expression, “humanitarian intervention” this 

terminology was " rst used in 1840 the sense of those words in our modern langugae 

was to protect civilans at risk during the wars31.

It has been the subject of discussion in international law literature since early 

XX century. But what Kouchner did was give it a new lease on life by inventing and 

27 K. Annan, Millennium Report of ! e Secretary – General of ! e United Nations, 2000.

28 Op. cit., G. Evans, p. 31.

29 A. Brown, Reinventing Humanitarian Intervention: two cheers for the responsibility to protect, House of Com-

mons research paper 08/55, June 17, 2008, available at: www.parliament.uk.commons/liv/research/ rp2008/

rp08-055.pdf.

30 Op. cit., G. Evans p. 32.

31 ! e phrase was used in reference to the interventions in Greece and Syria in the XIX century.
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popularizing the expression “droit d`ingerence”, the “right to intervene” (or by extension, 

“droit d`ingerence humanitaire”) which had real resonance in the new circumstances of 

the post- cold war world.

“In the recurring debates of the 1990s, the banner call from those demanding 

forceful action in the face of catastrophe was invariably, echoing Kouchner, “the right 

of humanitarian intervention”, the right to intervene. In making this response to mass 

atrocities the single most debated foreign policy issue of the decade, rather than one that 

could be comfortably ignored by policymakers, his contribution was outstanding”32.

He and law professor Mario Bettati launched the concept of droit d`ingerence in 

1987- at conference, typically, aimed at energizing everyone in the French political 

and intellectual establishment, from Mitterrand to Chirac. ! is expression in fact was 

used in 1992 a& er yhe US intervention in Somalia ,”when just about all major French 

newspapers, struggling to " nd a way of capturing the apparently self contradictory idea 

of a “humanitarian invasion”, at Kouchners urging uniformly headed their editorials 

“Le droit d`ingerence”33.

! e problem was essentially that the concept remained so inherently one –side. 

Mostly, anxcieties was seen by those in the global South who had o& en been the 

bene" ciaries of mission’s civilisatrices in the past. “! at concern was compounded, in 

the French – speaking world, by the fact that inference conveyed the sense not just of: 

intervention” but “interference”34.

The Blair Doctrine

In the April 1999 there was a speech made by Tony Blair in the Chicago Economic 

Club headed in the context of defending the NATO air strikes on Kosovo that were then 

in full operation.U.K. prime minister Tony Blair articulate a “doctrine of international 

community” designed to address “the most pressing foreign policy problem we face... 

to identify the circumstances in which we should get actively involved in other people’s 

con$ icts” and to do so by bringing together a “more subtle blend of mutual self-interest 

and moral purpose in defending the values we cherish”35.

Blair characterized the Kosovo con$ ict in this context as “a just war, based not on 

any territorial ambition but on the values”

! e most speci" c contribution of Blair’s speech was to identify " ve major consi-

derations, but it shouldn’t be an” absolute test” rather as he said” the kind of issues 

we need to think about in deciding in the future when and whether we will inter-

vene”. First was “are we sure of our case?”, second, “have we exhausted all diplomatic 

 options?” third, “are there military operations we can sensibly and prudently under-

take?” fourth, “are we prepared for the long term?”, and " & h, “do we have national inter-

32 Op. cit., G. Evans , p. 32.

33 M. Bettati and B. Kouchner, Le devoir d`ingerencje, Paris 1987, p. 300.

34 Ibidem, p. 33.

35 Ibidem, p. 33.
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ests involved?”36. ! ere was much in this that captured the mood of the time, and Blair 

was certainly onto something important in trying to catch it, to identify it. In a way that 

had not been part of the debate until then, speci" c criteria for military intervention that 

would focus on the complex of issues that policymakers needed to take into account. 

But when we look more closely to this “doctrine” we can notice interesting things: he`s 

speech was incomplete,” and lurched back and forth between conceptual, evidentiary, 

and political considerations. Its perspective was national – not international- decision-

making, reinforcing the perception (despite Blair’s call “to " nd a new way to make the 

UN mattered less than its Security Council work”) that, for the UK, the UN mattered 

less than its most powerful members. Prevention was neglected, the focus being reac-

tive, a& er the event, and entirely military (albeit only a& er diplomacy failed) rather then 

including less extreme coercive options37.

Finally, the description of a “just war” simply as one “based on values” was 

guaranteed to stir the uproar the anxieties of the developing world about the selective 

way in which the West had commandeered values to justify its adventures in the past 

and might do so in the future”38. As well as Kouchner before him Blair knew how to 

rally the North, but this doctrine fell on very deaf ears in the South.

Human Security

A very innovative attempt to link the gap between South and North views of the 

world came with the launch by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) of 

the Human Development Report 1994, with its subtitle New Dimensions of Human 

Security. Mahbub ul Haq and his cooperators saw the need, politically and conceptually, 

“to link together the single coherent framework what had hitherto been the quite separate 

preoccupations of developed countries with national boundaries and institutions, and 

military threats and responses, and of developing countries with feeding, clothing, 

sheltering, healing, and educating their populations”39. ! e main idea was that whereas 

issues of state security had dominated international discourse in the past, what really 

ultimately mattered was how all this a% ected individuals lives/ the concept of human 

security was broad enough to advance both freedom from fear and freedom from want. 

For the UNDP authors, it was the summation of seven di% erent dimensions of security: 

economic, food, health, environmental, personal, community, and political.”As they 

put it, in what became in various forms a much - chanted mantra in many subsequent 

reports and discussions, “without peace, there may be no development. But without 

development, peace may be threatened”40.

36 T. Blair, Doctrine of ! e international Community, speech delivered at the Chicago Economic club, April 24, 

1999, available at www.number-10.gov.uk/output.page1297.asp.

37 Op. cit., G. Evans, p. 34.

38 C. Abbott, Rights and responsibilities: Resolving the dilemma of humanitarian intervention, London 2005.

39 Op. cit., G. Evans, p. 34.

40 UNDP Human Development Report 1994. New Dimensions of Human Security, Oxford University Press 1994.
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! e concept of human security has since become accepted and familiar part 

of the international public policy vocabulary. “It has helped policymakers see the 

interconnectedness of their narrow specialties and to capture some of the widespread 

mood that looking at even traditional “hard” security issues through wholly state-

centered lenses is to miss much of what is happening in a $ uid, globalizing world – 

one in which no state actors are increasingly important and in which deadly con$ ict is 

much less likely than in the past to involve states waging war against each other”41.

! e biggest problem with the concept of human security in the present context 

is not that it had produced too little consensus but rather, too much. So many 

di% erent issues and themes include comfortably under its wings that if is di'  cult to 

extract any prescriptions about how to deal with any of them. ! is perspective is an 

extraordinarily valuable and has helped to mobilize global campaigns with issues such 

as the establishment of the International Criminal Court that might otherwise have 

struggled to " nd a voice. Academics and politicians  who have been tend to dismiss 

human security as more a matter of bunk than grave intellectual innovation “have been 

de& ly put in their place by the Canadian scholar and diplomat Don Hubert as rejecting 

the idea that “ worked in practice but not in theory”42.

“As a way of framing issues and mobilizing concern, human security will always 

have resonance, but in answering questions as to who should do precisely what and 

when in response to an emerging mass atrocity situation, it seems destined to never 

have immediate operational utility”43.

Francis Deng and “Sovereignty as Responsibility”

“A concept that, by contrast ,does have some immediate operational utility in its 

own terms is that which grew out of the experience of the distinguished scholar and 

former Sudanese diplomat Francis Deng”.44, as the Representative of the UNH Secretary 

General on Internally Displaced Persons (IDP)from 1992 to 2004. ! e IDP issue, as 

Deng had to constantly confront it on the ground, was mainly by its very de" nition 

an internal a% air, usually arising wholly in the context of domestic con$ icts, lending 

itself almost invariably to a reluctance to cooperate with international o'  cials by the 

government concerned. By following Deng “I realize this is an internal matter. I am 

wholly respectful of your country’s sovereignty, but the essence of being a sovereign 

country these days is not just protection from outside interference- rather it’s a matter 

of states having positive responsibilities for their own citizens welfare, and to assist each 

other. So on the basis, let us engage together to see how we can solve this problem”45.

41 Op. cit., G. Evans, p. 35.

42 D. Hubert, An idea that works in practice, Security Dialogue 35, September 2005, pp. 351-352.

43 Op. cit., G. Evans, p. 35.

44 Ibidem, p. 36.

45 Personal communication by Francis Den, 2007-2008.
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! e very " rst articulation of “sovereignty as responsibility” in this way had a 

considerable pedigree used by Roberta Cohen, former worker of Refugee Policy Group 

in Washington then she joined to Deng team and work with them extensively, she 

appears to have been the " rst to spell out it in 1991 that “sovereignty carries with it 

responsibility on the part of governments to protect their citizens”46.

 In many countries facing internal con$ icts, the internally displacedpeople are 

not only get rid by their own governments butwhats sadly are outside the reach of the 

international community hel because of the negative access to sovereignty as a barrier 

against international involvement.“While international humanitarian and human rights 

instruments o% er legally binding bases for international protection and assistance to 

needy populations within their national borders, needy populations are for the most 

part at the mercy of their national authorities for their security and general welfare. 

International access to them can be tragically constrained and even blocked by states in 

the name of sovereignty, by the collapse of states, or by rampant insecurity”47.

Deng and Cohen started argue their way around the use of sovereignty to deny 

international assistance for IDPs, they proposed sovereignty as responsibility. ! ey started 

point this new view, try to prove that relationship between sovereignty and fundamental 

human rights was a recognition that the primary responsibility for protecting and 

assisting IDP`s lay with the host of government- an idea which came to sit at the heart 

of the R2P. “Where a state was unable to ful" ll its responsibilities, it should invite and 

welcome international assistance to complement national e% orts”48.

Cohen and Deng argued that international involvement particularly aided in the 

realization of e% ective national sovereignty by increasing a state’s capacity to ful" ll its 

sovereign responsibilities mandate. According to them the best way for a vulnerable 

state or one failing to protect its sovereignty, was by inviting international assistance.

! e deduction of sovereignty as responsibility is accountability. ! rough this doctrine, 

the state is made accountable both to its citizens and to international community, and 

the latter acquires a responsibility to cooperate “the host state or in extreme cases to act 

without the state’s consent in order to protect the fundamental rights of IDPs. At this 

heart, therefore, sovereignty as responsibility was based on Deng`s positive account of 

sovereignty”49.

“Sovereignty carries with it certain responsibilities for which governments must be 

held accountable.. In other words, by e% ectively discharging its responsibilities for good 

governance, a state can legitimately claim protection for its national sovereignty”50. 

46 R. Cohen, Human Rights Protection for Internally Displaced Persons, Refugee Policy Group, Washington DC, 

1991.

47 F. Deng, ! e impact of state failure on migration, Mediterranean Quarterly, Fall 2004, p.20

48 R. Cohen and F. Den, Masses in right: the global crisis of internal displacement, Washington DC, ! e Brook-

ings institute 1998, p. 275.

49 Op. cit., A. Bellamy, p. 23.

50 F. Den, Sovereignty as responsibility: con" ict management in Africa, Washington DC, ! e Brookings Institute, 

1996, p. 1.
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States must understood that except its own people they are as weel responsible to the 

international community.

But there is a question at what point can a state be judged to have forfeited its 

sovereignty, and what’s more important what body has the right to decide it? Deng 

and his collaborators were quite omitting in these questions, but usefully suggested 

that sovereignty as responsibility implied the existence of “ higher authority capable 

of holding supposed sovereigns accountable” what’s more this higher authority should 

place the common good in front of the national interest of its member states.

Expressly, the UN Security Council is closest to " tting the bill, but it falls short 

of Deng`s ideal by a considerable degree. It is important to keep this point in mind: 

“the more the Security Council is asked to do and adjudicate on, the more important 

the Council’s own legitimacy becomes- the extent to which it is representative and the 

extent to which it is accountable and transparent. Given this, there is little wonder that 

Boutros Ghali`s successor, Ko"  Annan, insisted that the success of the R2P and wider 

UN reform was intimately linked to the reform of the Security Council”51.

KoÞ  Annan and Individual Sovereignty

All started in the late 1990s when Serbian forces began in march 1998 a wave 

ethnic cleansing in Kosovo. Western states led by Clinton and Blair pushed for 

a decisive international response. However in Security Council there was Russian and 

Chinese opposition to intervention. “It was in this atmosphere that Annan took on the 

role of “norm entrepreneur” and decided to change the topic of his 1998 lecture to the 

Ditchley Foundation52 from “the challenge of governance” to “intervention”53 But even 

his speech writer later said that Anna wasn’t sure about his own position in this matter. 

On the one hand he recognized that the UN`s failure to prevent or halt the bloodshed 

in Rwanda and Bosnia had badly hurt the organization and undermined its credibility. 

On the other hand he believed in the sanctity of the UN Charter, including Article 2(4).

He also realized that it would be extremly hard to convince and persuade a large 

enough majority of member states. “But the role of the UN Secretary General, as Annan 

recognized better than any holder of that o'  ce since Dag Hammarskjöld, is to act as 

a source of moral vision and to present ideas which might be unpopular and ahead of 

their time”54. And this was precisely what Annan did at Ditchley.

! e Ditchley speech contained two key moves. He argues that:

“In reality, this “old orthodoxy” (traditional sovereignty) was never absolute. ! e 

Charter, a& er all, was issued in the name of “the peoples”, not the governments, of the 

United Nations. Its aim is not only to preserve international peace – vitally important 

though that is – but also “to rea'  rm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity 

51 Op. cit., A .Bellamy, p. 23.

52 An annual gathering of the British foreign policy elite.

53 J. Traum, ! e best intentions: Ko#  Anann and the UN in an era of American Power, London 2006, p. 91.

54 Op. cit., A. Bellamy. p. 29.
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and worth of the human person”.55 ! e Charter advocate the sovereignty of peoples. 

It was never meant as anorm  for governments to tread the human rights and human 

dignity. Sovereignty implies responsibility, not just power.

Ko"  Annan tried to resolve the conceptual impasse at the heart of the sovereignty- 

intervention by arguing that there was not just one type of sovereignty in play but two: 

in these cases, national sovereignty had to be weighed and balanced against individual 

sovereignty as recognized in the international human rights instruments.

“When we read Charter today, we are more than ever conscious that its aim is to 

protect individual human beings, not to protect those who abuse them”56.

State sovereignty, in its most basic sense, is being rede" ned – mostly by the forces 

of globalization and international cooperation. States are now widely seen as  to be 

instruments at the service of their peoples, and opposite. :At the same time individual 

sovereignty- by which I mean the fundamental freedom of each individual, enshrined 

in the charter of the UN and subsequent international treaties- has been enhanced by a 

renewed and spreading consciousness of human rights”57.

Annan tacitly adopted Deng`s approach to sovereignty. Annan claimed that the 

state was the servant of the people and that the sovereignty of the individual was 

enhanced by a growing respect for human rights. Furthermore he stated sovereignty 

implies a responsibility to protect individual sovereigns. In this case the role of the UN 

was to assist states in the ful" llment of their responsibilities and achievement of their 

sovereignty. As he claimed this was clearly set out in the UN Charter. ! e question, 

however, was one of how to determine the common interest in particular cases. In a 

case such as Kosovo, did sovereignty as responsibility require intervention? And if so 

who was entitled to take this decision?

Answering his own questions, Annan introduce the three criterionset out at Dichley. 

“First, a principle of intervention should be “fairly and consistently applied”. Second, it 

should embrace a “more broadly de" ned more widely conceived de" nition of national 

interests”58. In other words. As Deng had argued, decision makers should take decisions 

on the common good, not on the basis of national interests. “! ird, the proper authority 

was the Security Council, but the Council should accept its responsibilities and make a 

commitment to respond to humanitarian emergencies. Repeating his warning to those 

who would stand in the way of genuine collective humanitarian action, Annan told 

the Assembly that, if the collective conscience of humanity...cannot " nd in the UN its 

greatest tribune, there is a grave danger it will look elsewhere for peace and for justice”59.

! e Secretary General had helped to refocus all system of thinking in “new 

doctrine” which slowly came into real. ! e question was not whether sovereigns had 

55 K. Annan, Intervention, Ditchley Foundation Lecture, 26 of June 1998.

56 K. Annan, Two Concepts of sovereignty, ! e Economist, September 18, 1999, p. 49-50.

57 Ibidem.

58 Op. cit., G. Evans, p. 32.

59 K. Annan, Annual report of the Secretary General to the General Assembly, 20 September 1999.
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responsibilities but what those responsibilities were. How they were best realized and 

what role international society should play. ! at much had been set out clearly by 

Deng and Annan and had been accepted by a growing number of governments  and 

NGO`s. “Answering Annan`s challenge, the baton was picked up by the Canadian 

government, which in 2000 announced the creation of the International Commission 

for Intervention and State Sovereignty(ICISS)”60.

! e whole conception of the R2P laid on the idea that sovereignty and human rights 

are the same coin on two sides. ! ere are not opposing to each other. ! e do not have 

the opposed principles locked in interminable struggle as sometimes ones portrayed it. 

“If this is a case, then the question of the rights and responsibilities of states in cases of 

genocide and mass atrocities is a question not of the relative weight of sovereignty and 

human rights but of which account of sovereignty holds sway”61.

Historically, sovereignty almost always entailed responsibilities in one form or 

another. What changes is not the connection between sovereignty and responsibility, 

but the scope of the relevant responsibilities, the identity of those to whom sovereigns 

are responsible (the Pope, the people and so on) and the practical e% ect of that 

relationship62.

It is these issues which brisk the contemporary contest between “sovereignty as 

responsibility” and “traditional sovereignty”. Both admit that sovereigns have respon-

sibilities – to the international society and to their people. Mostly they disagree on 

the  accurate nature of the responsibility to the people( sovereignty as responsibility is 

 focused on fundamental human rights; traditional sovereignty is aimed on self-deter-

mination) and on the role of international society (“traditional sovereignty views it as 

a horizontal relationship between equals with no external oversight of sovereign be-

havior; sovereignty as responsibility holds that international society should collectively 

oversee the domestic behavior of sovereigns in some circumstances”63).

Sovereignty responsibility and traditional sovereignty have more in common than 

appears at " rst. “! is common ground provided the opportunity to build a consensus 

around the R2P”64.

It is important that recognition of this concept had its basics in two distinct 

settings, “which creates something of a tension between those who believe that the R2P 

is primarily about prevention and protection and those who think that its focus ought to 

be on questions concerning military intervention”65. Simply saying " rst idea was given 

by Deng and Cohen in the 1990s with their concept of sovereignty as responsibility, they 

focused o highlighting the responsibilities that sovereigns should towards their own 

60 Ibidem, p. 32.

61 Ibidem, p. 33.

62 Ibidem, p. 33.

63 Ibidem, p. 33.

64 Ibidem, p. 34.

65 Ibidem, p. 34.
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population and to develop ways to encourage states to live up of their responsibilities. 

Second concept appeared in the debate about humanitarian intervention in Kosovo. “It 

was this setting that provided the immediate catalyst for the creation of the ICISS, ideas 

about sovereignty yielding to external intervention during major humanitarian crises, 

and the notion that decisions about when to use force should be framed by criteria”66.

The Birth of “the responsibility to protect”

“Ko"  Annan`s heartfelt challenge to the millennium general Assembly in April 

2000, quoted at the head of the chapter, was the stimulus for what proved to be, at last, 

the long-awaited conceptual breakthrough”67.

! e government of Canada, on the initiative of Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy, 

appointed an international commission tasked “to wrestle with the whole range of 

questions – legal, moral, operational and political – rolled up in this debate, those 

question were put “to consult with the widest possible range of opinion around the 

world, and to bring back a report that would help the secretary-general and everyone 

else " nd some new common ground”68. ICISS was founded in September 2000 and 

just over a year later, in December 2001, published its 90 pages report, moreover 400-

page supplementary volume of research essays, bibliography, and huge amount of 

background papers, all those under one title ! e Responsibility to Protect.  ! e tempo 

throughout was extremely fast. ! e commission met " ve times in short time, and 

hosted eleven regional roundtables including national consultations in " ve continents: 

in Beijing, New Delhi, Maputo, Santiago in the South, Brussels, Geneva, Ottawa, 

London, Paris, St, Petersburg and DC in the North. De" netely it is an  not intellectual, 

academic exercise but rather a political pull “to catalyze a debate, drawing on reams 

( and centuries) of existing erudite thought and writing on the subject, supplemented 

by some current research and analysis”69.

Writing the report authors wanted to put an attention on core messages straight-

forward and simple. ! e more detailed analysis and argument were put in the rest of 

the text and in the supporting volume to satisfy those who were hungry to understand 

all matter. In this spirit, “the Core Principles” were extracted in short synopsis, which 

remains probably the most useful quick introduction to the ideas which authors wanted 

to present70.

66 Ibidem, p.34

67 K. Annan, We the Peoples: ! e role of the United Nations in the 21st century, Un Millennium Report ( United 

nations 2000), p. 48; available at: www.un.org/millennium/sg/report/full.htm.

68 See ICISS, ! e Responsibility to Protect (Ottawa: International Development Research Center, 2001). ! e 

quote is from the Foreword of co chairs G. Evans and M. Sahnoun. ! e major funding came from Canada, but 

it was also generously supported by Switzerland and the UK, and by international foundations including the 

Carnegie Corporation of New York, the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation.

69 Op. cit., G. Evans, p. 39

70 Ibidem, p. 39.
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! e ICISS report put four main contributions to the international policy debate 

which seem likely to have an enduring impact. ! e # rst and probably the most useful 

politically, were inventing a new way of talking about “humanitarian intervention”. 

Authors sought to turn the debate about “right to intervene” and tried to recharacterize 

it not as an argument about the “right” of states to do anything but rather their 

“responsibility” to protect people at grave risk. ! e relevant perspective was not that of 

prospective interveners but of those needing support. If any “right” was involved, it was 

of the victims of mass atrocity crimes to be protected. “! e searchlight was swung back 

where it should always be: on the need to protect communities from mass killing and 

ethnic cleansing, women form systematic rape, and children from starvation”71.

Another reason for wanting to sideline the humanitarian intervention terminology 

was that it had become irretrievably linked to the use of military force,” and only 

military force, as the way to respond to actual or impending mass atrocities”72.

Above all commission start to using “responsibility to protect” rather than “right 

to intervene” language to show opponents to " nd new ground in which they would be 

more constructively engage. ! e authors wanted introduced some new ideas, or old one 

newly expressed, to actually change the behavior ok key policy actors.

! e second huge conceptual input of the ICISS commissioners was to insist 

upon a new way of talking about sovereignty itself: building mostly on Francis Deng 

formula, the essence should now be seen not as “control” in the centuries-old Westphalia 

law tradition, but again, as “responsibility”. “! e starting point is that any state has the 

primary responsibility to protect the indviduals within it”73. But it’s not the last point: 

“where the state is unable or unwilling to meet its own responsibility, through incapacity 

or ill will, a secondary responsibility to protect falls on the wider international community 

to step in, by whatever means is appropriate to the particular situation”.74 Most of the 

R2P discussion has focuses on the second of these two elements, external engagement. 

But the " rst – the emphasis on the state’s responsibility to protect its own people is 

equally important

! e third contribution of the commission was to explain very clearly what the 

responsibility should mean in real life, both for the sovereign actors itself in facing 

its primary responsibility to its own people. ! e authors tried very hard to make it 

clear beyond an argument that “r2p” was about much more than military intervention. 

“It extended to a whole continuum of obligations: the responsibility to prevent mass 

atrocity situations arising; the responsibility to react to them when they did, with 

a  whole gradated menu of responses from the persuasive to the coercive; and the 

71 Op. cit., G. Evans, p. 40.

72 Ibidem, p. 40.

73 Ibidem, p. 40.

74 Ibidem, p. 40.
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responsibility to rebuild a& er any intrusive intervention”75. Commission agreed the 

from those responsibilities the most important to pursue is responsibility to prevent. 

! e fourth and remaining contribution of the authors was to address the question 

of when the most extreme form of coercive reaction, military action, would in fact be 

appropriate. “We sought to identify a set of guidelines – rather more focused than those 

spelled out by Blair in 1999- that could be adopted by the Security Council and would 

prove of real utility do decision makers”76. ! e " rst criterion was legality, here authors did 

not try to " nd alternatives to the clear legal authority of the Security Council but rather 

as making it work better, thus lessening the chance it being bypassed altogether. ! at 

was followed by " ve criteria of legitimacy, designed as a set of benchmarks that, while 

they might not guarantee consensus in any particular case, would make its achievement 

much more likely. “! ese were in short, the seriousness of the harm being threatened 

(which would need to involve large-scale loss of life or ethnic cleansing to prima facie 

justify something as extreme military action), the motivation or primary purpose of the 

proposed military action, whether there were reasonably available peaceful alternatives, 

the proportionality of the response, and the balance of consequences- whether more 

good than harm would be done by the intervention”77.

Streszczenie

Odpowiedzialno  do ochrony jako nowa doktryna pokoju

R2P (Responsibility to Protect) już od niespełna 10 lat zmienia ład w polityce 

międzynarodowej, a przynajmniej ma takie aspiracje. Doktryna, czy jak niektórzy 

wolą, norma, została po raz pierwszy „zaprezentowana” w 2001 r. jako alternatywa 

dla interwencji humanitarnych. Jednak jest ona czymś więcej, gdyż zmienia cały po-

rządek międzynarodowy znany od prawie 400 lat. To właśnie w XVII i XIX w. po-

wstały dwie najważniejsze normy prawa międzynarodowego, tj. zasada suwerenno-

ści i nieinterwencji.

R2P proponuje zupełnie inne podejście do tych dwóch zasad, są one koniecznie 

w dzisiejszym świecie, aby zapobiec zbrutalizowanym kon$ iktom czy wojnom do-

mowym. Głównym celem R2P jest zapobieganie kon$ iktom oraz niedopuszczenie 

do popełniania zbrodni przeciwko ludzkości. Artykuł przedstawia krótką historię, 

główne założenia oraz przyszłość tej doktryny jakże wspieranej przez obecnego Se-

kretarza ONZ Ban Ki Moona.

75 Ibidem, p. 42.

76 Ibidem, p. 43.

77 Ibidem, p. 43.


